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Knauf introduces InterShield - an improved and welcome addition to InterHome.
Knauf’s InterHome is a separating wall system suitable for adjoining
residential dwellings such as duplexes or townhouses. InterHome is well
known for its ease of installation.
An important design element of InterHome is the central fire barrier that
incorporates Knauf ShaftLiner – a 25 mm fire resistant plasterboard.
InterShield offers the same fire and acoustic performance as ShaftLiner
but with the added benefit of superior mould and water resistance. It
minimises the risk of interstitial mould in the building during and after
construction, regardless of the weather.
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DO YOU KNOW
WHY YOU NEED

NOGGINGS?

RM00857AB

Let’s face it, no one likes having to install Noggings in a Stud and Track Wall.
But why is it that you need them, and what risks are you taking if you don’t
install them?
Noggings are horizontal members which run parallel with the top and bottom
tracks and are typically installed in the centre of a steel stud wall.
Noggings are required for various reasons, but most importantly, noggings
provide the means for compliance to the National Construction Code (NCC).

NOGGINGS HELP ACHIEVE COMPLIANCE WITH THE
NCC FIRE-RATED WALLS REQUIREMENTS
NOGGINGS ASSIST IN COMPLIANCE TO NCC
STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS

NOGGINGS PROVIDE FOR MORE EFFICIENT DESIGNS

NOGGINGS CAN IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF THE FINISH

NOGGINGS CAN SPEED UP INSTALLATION OF PLASTERBOARD

We explain each point above in detail in our Noggings Technical Blog. You can
read it by visiting www.rondo.com.au/noggings

www.rondo.com.au
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For builders and contractors on-site, every day reveals
fresh challenges to how buildings can be constructed
faster, cheaper and smarter. Studco offers prompt
advice and technical documentation on...

Engineering solutions...
Services available...
• Externalthe
structural
walls of a dedicated
• Engineering
designsservice, with a competitive focus that will set your project apart from the com
Experience
difference
engineering
•
•
•
•

Internal partition walls
Seismic constructions
Ceiling systems
Acoustic control ... and more

on completion of your project.

•
•
•
•
•

Certified documentation
CAD drawings & diagrams
Qualified acoustic opinions
Reports & site inspections
Project warranties

For more information contact
Studco Building Systems

Phone
Email

Ph 1300 255 255

www.studcosystems.com.au
RM00849AA

1300 255 255
Email
techadvice@studcosystems.com.au
sales@studcosystems.com.au
Website www.studcosystems.com.au

PRESIDENT’S REPORT

TONY ROBERTS
PRESIDENT, AWCI ANZ

MOVing FOrWARD DESPITE THe
CHallenges of COVID-19
Since my last President’s report, I am pleased to advise that your AWCI has
been active and busy. During this changed world of COVID-19 restrictions,
AWCI has continued to deliver some key objectives that had been set out.
It is fair to say none of us foresaw the
extent of the COVID-19 crisis. Business
has been disrupted and will not necessarily
go back to normal. Just this week, at the
time of writing, Australia is witnessing
a second surge in COVID-19, with
movement between states still restricted.
The COVID-19 disruption has changed
and continues to change the business
landscape as we know it.

David was a great supporter of AWCIANZ
and attended many of our conferences, being
genuinely interested in industry matters.

conducted in May. Contractors were
able to “Zoom” in, providing attendees
with the ability to complete the
theoretical component of Fire Rated
Training (see the article on page 10).

While the building and construction
sector was deemed an essential
service, it was hardly business as usual.
Worksites and offices required immediate
change to the way they approached
their work; organising trade schedules
to ensure compliance onsite was an
enormous challenge; dealing with supply
chain hold-ups was arduous; and then
there was the need to consider PPE, not
just for the normal worksite but for a
new COVID-19 environment.

• Negotiations with Lander & Rogers
were finalised for a service to provide
state offices with legal support for
members. Lander & Rogers are leaders
in construction law, and AWCI has
already noted many members using this
valuable service.

As businesses react to immediate
challenges and threats, it will continue to
be important not to lose sight of doing
the right thing and remaining true to a
vision that a wall and ceiling business has.
The ability to be nimble and flexible with
decisions and adjusting those decisions
will continue to be of vital importance.

• AWCI continues to partner with
PROTRADE and Plus Passive Fire to
deliver opportunities for members
to receive valuable support and
information provided by these
organisations. Members in each state
are being provided with opportunities
to tap into these sessions.

While the decision was made early for
AWCIANZ not to host the 75th Annual
Conference in 2020, AWCIANZ has still
managed to move forward with some key
objectives, these include:

• AWCIANZ is continuing to develop
future training for contractors. I
encourage you to contact your state
executive officers and see what your
AWCI may be able to assist you with.

• Virtual Fire Rated Training that was

• The AWCIANZ website continues to

develop, and I would encourage our
readers to review the content the
website provides (www.awci.org.au).
AWCIANZ will continue to create, develop
and deliver value to members. We welcome
your feedback and thank our supporters
and sponsors during this time.
I conclude this report with sadness at the
recent passing of David Martin. David was
an experienced and well-respected fibrous
plasterer, having worked in the wall and
ceiling industry for over 63 years.
David was the oldest apprentice to
complete his BCITO certification, and
walked proudly across the stage to receive
his certificates at the age of 65.
David was a great supporter of AWCIANZ
and attended many of our conferences,
being genuinely interested in industry
matters.
Our sincere condolences are extended to
David’s wife Barbara and family Sally/Andy,
Jane/Stuart, Vicky/Wayne, Greg/Lisa and
grandchildren Georgia, McKenzie, Ashton,
Nyah, Jet and Ezekiel.
on the surface
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everything old

is new again
With 20 years in the business, secondgeneration plasterer Craig Bietola from
Bietola Interiors walks us through his team’s
impressive work on this bespoke home in
Northern Sydney.

Bietola Interiors owner Craig Bietola has
been delivering expert plastering services
in Sydney for 20 years, having learnt
the trade from his father. His experience
covers extensive home renovations right
through to new home and high-end
residential projects.
Craig joined AWCI after being encouraged
to do so from a fellow member, who told
him ‘you should enter your projects in the
Awards of Excellence. I think you will do
very well.’
It was sage advice, with a number of
Bietola Interiors' projects winning state
and national awards. The accolades
are appreciated, but Craig says it’s the
comradery from fellow plasterers that
makes being part of the association so
worthwhile.
“This is what is so great about the
association, getting to meet other

6 on the surface
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professionals with the same struggles and
issues that we all share, working together
to boost our industry,” he explains.
“That’s also the reason why I decided to
give back to the industry by sitting on the
AWCI NSW board.”
Craig and his team recently completed
extensive renovation works to an existing
home in Northern Sydney. The job required
the creation of new bespoke plaster
details to achieve the goal set out by the
designers, which was to produce a luxe,
one-of-a-kind home for their client.
“We had to recreate some of the existing
80-year-old bespoke plaster products to
patch in where building work had taken
place and also recreate it for the new
areas of the build,” Craig explains.
“One challenge in particular required us
to re-fit the old pattern into the new

space. We had to lose 60mm overall for
the pattern to work, so we split this over
four joins—15mm on each join—then we
had to recreate the pattern so it all fit
together seamlessly.”
The smoke room, as it was called, had
a truly unique bespoke plaster ceiling
design, and Craig and his team were
tasked with making the new plaster
products to the exact specifications of the
designers’ drawing and installing it all.
The dining room, which features an LED-lit
ellipse as the centerpiece, is wrapped
with a cornice and 92 individually glued-in
corbels that are spaced in a matching and
uniform design.

The job required
the creation of new
bespoke plaster details
to achieve the goal set
out by the designers,
which was to produce
a luxe, one-of-a-kind
home for their client.

Craig explains how his team went to
painstaking effort to create a custommade plaster air-conditioning vent.
“The plaster cornice was modified onsite
on the surface 7
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to allow for the air to flow through and
function as an air conditioning vent but
still look like a cornice,” Craig says of the
detailed build.
The theatre room was fitted out with an
array of custom plaster pieces, including
the curved cornice in the middle and the
custom-made plaster fluting that was also
curved and wrapped around the bulkhead.
The team also had to form some openings
in the fluting to house the air-conditioning
grill and also for the projector to pass
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images through onto the screen.
“All of the fluting had to be arranged so
that there was a full flute next to each
cutout, and each mitre join is full flute on
both sides of the join. We did not want to
install the fluting with any half thickness
flutes,” Craig says.
It was the Bietola Interiors team’s
attention to the smallest detail made
all the difference, and they were able to
deliver a seamless result to a very happy
client.

To deliver this intricate workmanship, Craig
and his team utilised plaster products from
Silver Cornices and Bailey Interiors, while
the plasterboard and compounds were
supplied by Network Building, which carries
CSR and Rondo steel framing products.
“We were so happy with how it turned out;
with so many custom pieces in this house
it was a great achievement,” Craig says.
“This house truly is a work of art and we
are thrilled that our client loves their new
home.”

RM00690AE
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Virtual reality: AWCI
takes training online

A
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The AWCI ANZ conducted
its first ever virtual training
course on May 22, 2020.
Eight people enrolled in the Quality
Assured Fire-Rated Lining Systems virtual
training course, comprising six people from
Queensland, one from South Australia and
another person from Western Australia.
The course duration involves one full day of
training and was presented by Allan Donald,
a credentialled lecturer.
You can stay in the loop in regards to new
online industry training courses being
offered by visiting the AWCI ANZ website at
www.awci.org.au.

TRAINING COURSE
The Quality assured fire-rateD
lining systems (CPCCBC4047A)
Participants will be provided
with the skills and knowledge to
achieve the required outcomes
to understand the correct
applications and methods
for quality assure fire-rated
lining systems, including walls,
ceilings, structures, openings and
penetrations.

Course Details
This unit of competency supports
the needs of experienced
tradespersons with a
responsibility for certifying that
lining systems including walls,
ceilings, structures, openings
and penetrations comply with
authorised standards.

Course Overview
The course will cover planning
and preparation for the work,
identification of authorised
installation requirements, and
inspection and certification that
all materials and installation and
reporting techniques comply with
authorised procedures.

Course Outcome
Upon successful completion
of theory and practical onsite
assessment requirements,
participants will be issued with a
statement of attainment for unit
CPCCBC4047A Quality assure firerated lining systems.
Correct installation saves lives.
For more information or if you are
interested in applying, contact
your state office.
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ACROSS THE DITCH

NANCY BRINKERHOFF
AWCI (US) PRESIDENT

SHeltERING in PlaCe
An update from our friends across the ditch by AWCI (US)
President Nancy Brinkerhoff.
Did we ever think we would be living
through a shelter-in-place? If you’re
like me and many others, this has been
quite an adjustment. I live in Northern
California, and I believe we were the first
to receive the order to shelter in place
on March 16. We initially had six counties
ordered to shelter in place before the
entire state went under these orders. As I
write this, I can say we believe it was the
correct move for California; the number
of cases has started to stabilise relevant
to what was predicted.
It’s been a challenge in many ways to
run my company remotely, and I am sure
for many of you, we share the same
challenges. We scrambled to get the
entire staff up and running from their
place of residence. Fortunately we had
just updated the server and were able to
handle the internet traffic of 25 people
now remotely accessing our files. It’s
been a daily challenge with projects that
are deemed essential and non-essential.
We have had projects close and reopen
and close again. Sound familiar? We are
making adjustments, and we are all trying
very hard to adapt.
Another challenge: N95 masks. We are
unable to get the N95 masks right now
in California, so people here are making
masks out of fabric. We have ordered
more masks, but the vendors are saying it
will be four to five weeks before they are
delivered. All medical facilities are asking
everyone to donate whatever stockpile
they have, and many have done this. But
those working on essential job sites are
running low on PPE supplies.

AWCI’s COVID-19 Resource Center
(www.awci.org/covid), a new addition to
AWCI’s website, was created in March to
help ourmembership stay up-to-date with
the mostcurrent information regarding
the virus and its effect on the business
of construction. Links to suppliers of
N95 masks are near the top of the
listed resources. The page also includes
information regarding the Families First
Coronavirus Response Act along with a
free download of a customisable response
plan available in English and Spanish, and
an educational video on fighting the virus
in the field. Links to AWCI webinars on
the legal ramifications of COVID-19 and
contractors’ responses are included, as is
a link to receive more information about
AWCI CARES, which may be needed now
more than ever.
Sources in AWCI’s COVID-19 Resource
Center include trusted industry
organisations, government agencies
and allied partners like the Construction
Industry Alliance for Suicide Prevention,
Consensus Docs and the Center for
Construction Researchand Training.

It's been a daily
challenge with projects
that are deemed
essential and nonessential. We have
had projects close and
reopen and close again.
Sound familiar? We are
making adjustments,
and we are all trying very
hard to adapt.
To sum it up, I believe most all people are
really trying to adhere to the president’s
guidelines to shelter-in-place orders in
an attempt to mitigate the human loss
occurring due to this very serious virus.
Stay safe and well, as this too shall pass.
Reprinted from AWCI’s Construction
Dimensions with permission
on the surface
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your rights to

prompt
PAYMENT
AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE
FOR SUBCONTRACTORS

The SOPA also provides
a Claimant with other
protections, including a
statutory right to suspend
works or exercise a lien
over unfixed plant or
materials...'

ELOn ZLOTniCk
PARTNER (FROM 1 JULY), CONSTRUCTION, LANDER & ROGERS

Understanding and using the Security of Payment Act
(SOPA) has never been more critical for subcontractors.
While the construction industry in
Australia has been fortunate in avoiding
shutdown, an uncertain pipeline of work,
coupled with the economic impact of
COVID-19 on otherwise profitable clients,
and stringent government guidelines ,
means that ensuring prompt payment
is more important than ever. The adage
'cash is king' has never been truer.
Here, Elon Zlotnick, Luke Callaghan and
Sakire Saban from Lander & Rogers'
Construction team provide a timely
reminder of the benefits of the SOPA.

2. Court proceedings, when the
Respondent does not respond to
the payment claim within the time
frame set out in the SOPA or make
full payment by the due date. In such
circumstances, under the SOPA, as long
as the Claimant can demonstrate that:
(a) they have served a valid payment
claim, no payment schedule has
been served within the time frame
required by the SOPA and payment
has not been made by the due
date; or

Under the SOPA, those who undertake
construction work (a 'Claimant') can issue
a payment claim and enforce their right to
payment through:

(b) they have served a valid payment
claim, a payment schedule has
been served within the time frame
required by the SOPA and payment
of the amount certified for
payment in the payment schedule
has not been made,

1. a rapid adjudication process if the
recipient of the payment claim (the
'Respondent') does not agree that the
amount claimed in the payment claim is
payable; or

then the Claimant is entitled to
judgment in their favour for the
amount claimed in the payment claim
(or the balance of any amount certified
for payment in the payment schedule

What is the SOPA and how can
it benefit your business?

12 on the surface

and not paid), and the Respondent
is not, in those proceedings entitled
to bring any cross claim or raise any
defence.
Not surprisingly, the enforcement of
rights to payment under the SOPA is far
cheaper and quicker than traditional Court
proceedings.
The SOPA also provides a Claimant with
other protections, including a statutory
right to suspend works or exercise a lien
over unfixed plant or materials where the
Respondent does not pay the Claimant
an amount that is due and payable. It also
allows a Claimant to enforce an obligation
to make payment from the 'Principal' (the
party that is required to make payment to
the Respondent).
Please feel free to reach out to Elon
Zlotnick to discuss the enforcement
of your rights under the SOPA. AWCI
provides its members with a free short
consultation with Lander & Rogers to
discuss their legal needs.

BUSINESS

JOn MAILER
CEO, PROTRADE UNITED

How to Win More of the Business You Want
What business are you in? What are you in the business of? This is not
a trick. In fact, this is ‘the’ most important question to know the answer
to, when looking to increase your sales conversion rate.
When asked this question, most will answer: Service? People?
My trade? and so on. The reality is, no matter what type of
business you are in, you are in the same business as everyone
else. The business of solving people’s problems.
Further, there is a problem beneath the problem. Here it is…
the customer will be asking themselves, “Can I trust you with
certainty to solve my problem?”
There it is. Now can you be that person/business—and do
it with speed and efficiency? To sum it up in one statement:
Business is built at the speed of trust. Those businesses that
consistently win quality work at high margins, have created
procedures then have practiced, practiced and practiced a little
more… until it flows.
Here are a few suggestions to improve perception, your
professionalism and the amount of profitable work you win.

Simple. Working on this can put you at the front of the line when
it comes to choosing you or another business.

2. Be different
Another question for you: “Why should a new customer choose
you over a competitor?”
And you cannot respond with, “We offer a better product or
service.” That’s what everyone else says!
If you present exactly the same as everyone else in your
industry, the only thing that a customer can compare you on is…
price. And you don’t want to play in that pond.
What could you say is your point of difference? Better is not
better; Different is better.
Suggestions include:

1. Prioritise, be Prompt and
Professional

• On time guarantee

If you are slow to respond to job enquiries, don’t complain about
the lack of work in your calendar. As stated above, the speed at
which you respond to customer enquiries, provide them with a
professional estimate and quote, and then follow up, can be the
key difference between consistent quality work coming your
way, or an empty work schedule.

• We fix it or it’s free guarantee

Ensure that when you create your sales/conversion process that
you provide people with:

• Product warranty—plus a little extra
• Professionalism promise.
It is not easy to come up with the point of difference, yet it can
be something that sets you apart from your competition.

3. Have a quality website with
testimonials/case studies

b) prompt delivery of service/products—do it quickly for them,

Here’s a number for you: 82 per cent of new customers will
check out your business credibility via an online search, before
making a buying decision. So, when people check you out online,
what is the perception that they receive?

c) an effortless experience—make it easy for them, and

Is your website accessible on mobile devices? Is it easy to

a) more than they expect (just a little bit),

14

d) a positive encounter—make them feel good in the process.
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navigate? Does it showcase your business effectively? Does it
send the message? “You can trust me with certainty to solve
your problems.”
You don't necessarily have to have dozens of pages, yet the two
things that a customer will be asking when they come to your
website are:
1. "Am I in the right place?" Meaning, do they feel good about
what they see? And

82 per cent of new customers
will check out your business
credibility via an online search,
before making a buying decision.

2. "What do you want me to do?" Meaning, do you guide them to
what you want them to see or do, next?

1. If you want to clear products or materials (inventory) that
have not been sold

Use your website to showcase before and after photos,
testimonials from customers, and to display your point of
difference/brand promise, and so on.

2. Provide an offer to win a new customer (loss leader). An
example of this could be a mailbox flyer that offers a $50
saving on their first call out, or a value add, whereby you
provide a bonus product or service with a purchase/job over a
certain amount. This works better in a business to consumer
marketplace.

4. Price fairly, and confidently explain this
to customers
How do you know if you are pricing effectively? Depending on
your customer/job type, this can change. Yet it is ‘scary’ how
many trade businesses are ‘winging it’ when they price their
work. Don’t let this be you!

All the best with the above. Remember, it takes consistency,
persistence and practice to become better at any aspect of your
business.

Your pricing needs to:
• Reflect the gross profit targets/margin your company requires
• Effectively covers the cost to employ your ‘on the tools’
employees
• Recover your overhead costs
• Allow for fluctuations in material costs
• Cover any unforeseen variable which may come into play, such
as weather/job delays, etc
• Be good value (NOT cheap) for the customer.
By the way, if you are winning every job that you price, it can be a
signal that it is time to raise your prices.

5. Never discount, add extra value

RM00786AB

Have you ever paid more for something than you originally
thought you were going to? Sure you have! Why? Because
of the added value that you felt would be delivered. Most of
your customers will be the same. So, to win your jobs, avoid
discounting and instead, add extra value. An example could be
to add value by offering a follow up service, extra warranties,
and so on.
If the only way you can win work, is to discount your services,
then re-evaluate your target customer—seriously. You are too
valuable and experienced to be playing this game. Alternatively,
this could be a signal that you require to improve on how you
explain your value.
There are only two instances in which you may contemplate
discounting:
on the surface
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AUSTRALIAN TAX OFFICE

Avoid shocks at tax time
With tax time just around the corner, it’s time to start thinking about what
you can and can’t claim in your tax return. Here are some handy tips from
the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) to help you to know when you can
claim your car expenses.
You can claim a deduction for the cost
of using a car you own, lease or hire
(under a hire-purchase arrangement)
when you drive:

• you had shifting places of employment

• between separate jobs on the

• you were required to carry bulky tools

same day
• to and from an alternate workplace

for the same employer on the same
day.
You can’t claim a deduction for the cost
of normal trips between your home and
work, even if you live a long way from
your usual workplace or work outside
normal business hours (for example
weekend or early morning shifts).
In limited circumstances you can claim
the cost of trips between home and
work, where:
• your home was a base of

employment (that is, you were
required to start your work at home
and travel to a workplace to continue
your work for the same employer)

(that is, you regularly worked at
more than one site each day before
returning home).
or equipment for work—you can
only claim these trips when all of the
following conditions are met:
– The tools or equipment were essential

for you to perform your employment
duties and you didn’t carry them
merely as a matter of choice.
– The tools or equipment were

bulky—meaning that because of
their size and weight it is awkward
to transport and could only be
transported conveniently by the use
of a motor vehicle
– There was no secure storage for the
items at the workplace.
If you claim car expenses, you must either:
• keep a valid logbook to determine the

percentage of work-related use of your
car along with evidence of your car
expenses (logbook method)
• calculate your work-related kilometres

Keep records of all
your actual expenses
as evidence of your
claims, as well as
records that show
how you calculated
your work travel as a
percentage of your
overall travel.
16
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and be able to show that those
kilometres were work related (cents
per kilometre method—this is only
available for claims up to 5,000 km).
If your vehicle has a carrying capacity
of one tonne or more, such as a ute, it
is not considered to be a car. In these
circumstances—for example, if you use a
ute—you can claim the actual expenses
that relate to your work travel, as a travel
expense in your tax return. Examples of
actual expenses include:

did you
know?
The myDeductions tool in the
ATO app can help make keeping
records easier and is particularly
useful for people who use their
car for work purposes. At tax
time the data from the app can
be sent directly to a tax agent or
uploaded into myTax.
• fuel
• oil
• insurance
• repairs and servicing
• car loan interest
• registration
• depreciation.

Keep records of all your actual expenses
as evidence of your claims, as well as
records that show how you calculated
your work travel as a percentage of your
overall travel. While it is not a requirement
to keep a logbook, it is the easiest way to
show how you have calculated your workrelated use of the vehicle. You cannot use
the cents per kilometre method for these
vehicles.
When it comes to managing your tax
and super, the ATO website has a range
of resources and support, including a
comprehensive guide to what you can
and can’t claim at tax time. Visit
ato.gov.au/tradie20 to download it.

BUSINESS

MARK barTELS
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, INVOICE2GO

make tax time a breeze this EOFY
Just like that, the end of the financial year is upon us, meaning it’s time for
small business owners to begin thinking about their tax.
Even during a normal year, tax season is
a stressful period for anyone who’s selfemployed or runs their own electrical
business. But, as Australia’s 2.2 million
small businesses emerge from perhaps
the most challenging couple of months
they’ve ever experienced, this year, it
takes on an added significance.
Whether your business has felt the
financial squeeze of the coronavirus
pandemic or not, a little preparation and
diligence now can be the difference
between stress and serenity when the
end of the financial year arrives. But
don’t be daunted if you’re unsure where
to start, here are a few tips to help you
lighten the load.
Eliminate the paper trail
Gathering information is half the
battle when it comes to tax time, and
thankfully, digital tools mean that
everything from your financial accounts
to customer details can now exist online.
If you’re still reliant on physical receipts
and paperwork, it’s time to ditch the
paper trail, collate your reports in one
digital location and implement tech tools
such as accounting or invoicing systems.
If you haven’t yet fallen into these
habits, why not consider making it a new
financial year’s resolution?
Capture expenses as you go
Having access to technology at our
fingertips means that it’s never been
easier to capture and organise business
expenses the moment they’re incurred.
Take a photo of each receipt on your
phone while you’re out, and save it
alongside important expense details
such as the date, the client, the project
and any other important information.

Gathering information is half the battle
when it comes to tax time, and thankfully,
digital tools mean that everything from your
financial accounts to customer details can now
exist online.

Digitally storing receipts is a good habit to
get into now, so you’re not digging through
boxes of old crumpled receipts this time
next year.
Know what deductions you can claim
There are a number of business-related
expenses small business owners can claim
as tax-deductible that you likely know
about. However, there are various new
claimable expenses in the wake of the
coronavirus pandemic that are important to
be aware of too.
The first is the instant asset write-off which,
for eligible businesses, allows immediate
deductions on the business portion of the
cost of an asset in the year the asset is first
used, or installed ready for use. From 12
March 2020 until 30 June 2020, the instant
asset write-off threshold has increased from
$30,000 to $150,000, while eligibility has
been expanded to cover businesses with an
aggregated turnover of up to $500 million.
So, if you have invested in pricey tools or
materials during the past few months, ensure
it’s included in your tax deduction.
Secondly, due to the fact that many small
businesses worked from home more than
usual over the past few months, the ATO
has introduced a temporary shortcut
method of calculating additional running

expenses incurred from March 1, 2020,
until at least June 30, 2020. This means
that if you’re working from home, you
will be able to claim a deduction of 80
cents per hour for the additional running
expenses you incur, such as electricity,
phone and internet expenses, stationary
and home office equipment.
For many small business owners, tax time
can be worrisome and time-consuming.
It needn’t be, though. By ditching the
paper trail, committing a little time to
your finances throughout the year and
understanding the deductions your
business could be eligible for, you’ll likely
find that, from now on, tax time might not
be quite so taxing.
Disclaimer: Invoice2go does not provide tax,
legal or accounting advice. This article has been
prepared for informational purposes only, and is not
intended to be relied on for tax, legal or accounting
purposes. You are strongly encouraged to consult
your own tax, legal and accounting advisors to
determine how the information may relate to you
or the specifics of your business.

Mark Bartels is the Chief Financial Officer
of Invoice2go, the mobile invoicing
app that gives small businesses and
contractors control over their time and
business. For more information visit
https://invoice.2go.com/
on the surface
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Registration

And Licensing

Of Building Trades
In Victoria

AWCI members, follow the implementation for
Carpentry, so to be prepared for Plasterers 2022-2023.

Carpentry work to be
considered first

considered for regulation.
Remaining scopes of building work
performed by trade contractors and
employees will be gradually considered
over a five year period in accordance with
a staged implementation plan.

In July 2019, Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning (DELWP)
engaged with industry stakeholders,
practitioners and the Victorian Building
Authority (VBA) to identify criteria to
prioritise scopes of work to be considered
for registration and licensing based on the
need and feasibility of each scope of work
to be regulated.

Implementation: Stage 2
Plasterers – Bricklaying – Waterproofing –
Wall and Floor Tiling and other trades.
See table below.

Based on the application of criteria and
stakeholder feedback, the Minister for
Planning has determined that carpentry
will be the first scope of work to be

1
Trade

Stage 1

Both registration and the employee

2

Implementation
Stage 2

3

Implementation
Stage 3

But registration may also give the right
or duty to perform certain business
functions—for example, to contract for
building work. An employee occupational
licence does not relate to performing
business related functions..

find out more
Go to the registration and licensing of
building trades webpage on Engage
Victoria: https://engage.vic.gov.au/
registration-and-licensing-buildingtrades

4

Implementation
Stage 4

5

Implementation
Stage 5

• Carpentry

• Bricklaying and
block laying
• Waterproofing
• Wall and floor tiling
• Concreters
• Painters & decorators
• Insulation work
• Plasterers

• Solid plasterers
• Roof tiling
• Glazier
• Execavatar and
earthworks
• Landscaping
• Demolition work

• Floor finisher
• Trades involved in
swimming pool and
spa building
• Other minor building
work regulated in
Victoria

Work already requiring
a high-risk work licence
under OHS Act
• Scaffolding
• Rigging
• Steel fixer
• Dogger
• Crane operator

2021-2022

2022-2023

2023-2024

2024-2025

2025-2026

Provisional registration/ 2022-2027
licensing period*

2023-2028

2024-2029

2025-2030

2026-2031

Last date for provisonal
regristration/licences
to transition to full
licenseces/regristration

2028

2029

2030

2031

Application Period*
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Implementation

What is the difference between
registration and an employee licence?

occupational licence give the right to
physically perform prescribed work.

on the surface
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TECHNICAL

Why AR is the

ANSWER
for wall and ceiling
businesses impacted
by COVID-19
Michael Reid
Founder of Measure and Quote AR

Accessing customers' homes and businesses
was once a normal procedure for the walls and
ceilings industry. However, since the outbreak
of COVID-19 and the declaration of a global
pandemic, something as simple as measuring a
space has become fraught with difficulty and risk.
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Thankfully, there is a solution. Augmented
reality (AR) means that trades are still able
to provide an accurate and detailed quote
without ever actually visiting a business
or private customer’s space.

The problem with measuring
Measuring using the traditional method
takes an average of 45 minutes onsite,
plus all the time spent back at the office
calculating and generating the quote. And
in a country like Australia, if a customer
lives in a remote part of the country, there
could be an untold number of hours added
to the clock driving there and back.
Augmented reality shaves that time down
to just a few minutes. No more awkward
tape measures, fiddling with pencil and
paper or getting your calculations wrong.
Not only does AR save time, but it helps
avoid all the difficulties that come with inperson contact in the current pandemic.
Just as office-based businesses are
switching to full time Zoom meetings
and Slack messaging, AR solutions are
the virtual answer to the industry’s social
distancing problems.

TECHNICAL

Once measuring is complete,
the app calculates the materials
needed for the job and sends
them directly to the supplier.

Perfecting the details
Of course, not all AR tools are created
equally. When it comes to measuring,
accuracy is everything, so make sure
you’re not skimping on free or badly
designed tools. Try to find apps
specifically designed for measuring walls
and ceilings, and look specifically for apps
that are able to detect windows, doors
and other openings. You can also have
your own app custom-built, in fact, this
is something we are doing for a number
of businesses right now. For some this
means that their customers can estimate
materials needed and the cost involved,
such as the quantity of tiles they might
need, and businesses can accurately
quote on jobs without needing to attend a
client site in person.
Our own app, Measure and Quote AR, not
only measures floors, ceilings and walls,
but can calculate the bill of quantities for
materials, and can even detect cornice
measurements and skirting.
Once measuring is complete, the app
calculates the materials needed for
the job and sends them directly to the
supplier. Plaster, paint, cornices, skirting
or insulation can all be ordered directly
through the app.
If you’re asking your client to do
the measuring in the name of social
distancing, walk them through the
process and explain exactly what needs
to happen. If possible, dial in using a video
conferencing software to make sure every
part of the process runs smoothly and
according to plan.

Getting your processes right
Almost every business, whether it’s large
or small, has inefficiencies that cost
them time, money, and opportunities.
Often when looking for business growth,
process problems are not considered. But
processes that are not working well (or at
all) can be costing you customers, draining
your time, frustrating staff, and adding
weight to your business that slows it
down and restricts its growth.
This is especially true in a time of crisis,
when the majority of businesses are
looking for ways to make every single
dollar stretch further. Augmented reality is
the perfect way to make this happen in a
sustainable, simple and effective manner.
It’s a win-win solution: Tradies no longer
have to travel miles to measure a wall or
ceiling, and clients feel comfortable that
your business is doing everything they
can to ensure proper social distancing
practices are in place.
Just as you would in a pre-pandemic
world, make sure that each stage of your
measuring process is as transparent
as possible, and that you’re always
communicating clearly with your customer
in their preferred manner. Embrace
technology such as augmented reality and
video conferencing where possible, and
educate yourself on the wide range of
apps and tools on the market.
Process improvement is not as

glamorous as business development,
but getting your virtual measuring
process as smooth and efficient as
possible is essential to business growth.
Any cost savings will be multiplied
over the long term, giving you a strong
foundation to pursue new opportunities
as your business continues to expand
throughout the pandemic and beyond.
Of course, not all AR tools are created
equally. When it comes to measuring,
accuracy is everything, so make sure
you’re not skimping on free or badly
designed tools. Try to find apps
specifically designed for measuring walls
and ceilings, and look specifically for apps
that are able to detect windows, doors
and other openings. You can also have
your own app custom-built for you, in fact,
this is something we are creating for a
number of global businesses right now.
For some this means that their customers
can estimate materials needed and the
cost involved, such as the quantity of
tiles they might need, and businesses can
accurately quote on jobs without needing
to attend a client site in person.
Michael Reid has worked in the building
industry for two-and-a-half decades,
and has been at the helm of AILD
buying group for over ten years. His
latest innovation, Measure and Quote
AR, is set to change the future of
construction and materials estimation.
www.measureandquote.net/
on the surface
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WHAT'S
NEW
CREATE CLEAN
LINES
Create clean lines throughout your project with the addition of
EzyPelmet; the versatile option for creating recessed pelmets to hide
curtains and blinds, conceal feature lighting, and open up a space with
full-height windows.
Many EZ Concept products have been created by listening and
problem solving the pain points of contractors and builders. EzyPelmet
was developed and manufactured by Studco Building Systems as
part of the EZ Concept range after builder feedback revealed that
traditional methods for constructing window pelmets were a time
consuming and tedious process, often resulting in cracked plaster.
The EzyPelmet solution is a two-piece cold rolled steel section that is
easy to install and won't crack or warp over time like traditional timber
pelmets. It is available in standard or custom sizes and is finished
in white or prepared with a ZF100 zinc anneal coating, so it can be
painted in with the ceiling.
www.ezconcept.com.au

DO AWAY WITH DUST
Keep dust contained and keep your customers
happy. Trimaco’s Heavy Duty E-Z Up Dust
Containment Pole works with plastic sheeting to
create a dust barrier on the jobsite. The heavyduty aluminum construction is available in three
heights—12ft, 16ft and 20ft. Simply clip plastic
onto the quick clip and adjust the pole to ceiling
height. The unique foot pedal ensures a snug fit
and there are no loose parts to deal with. Each
pack contains two poles. Available from Tenaru.
www.tenaru.net.au

Don’t let mould put your project on hold
Knauf has introduced InterShield—an improved and welcome
addition to our popular InterHome system. Knauf’s InterHome is
a tried and tested separating wall system suitable for adjoining
residential dwellings such as duplexes or townhouses. An
important design element that sets InterHome apart from
conventional separating wall systems is the central fire barrier
that incorporates Knauf ShaftLiner—a 25 mm fire-resistant
plasterboard made with a gypsum core with recycled blue
liner paper. InterShield now offers the same fire and acoustic
performance as ShaftLiner but with the added benefit of
superior mould and water resistance, significantly minimising
the risk of interstitial mould in the built structure during and
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after construction.
The mould inhibitor used in
InterShield has been carefully tested in our
labs and onsite. It offers months of protection against mould
and water damage, even in severe weather conditions
www.knauf.solutions

WHAT'S NEW

THE GOOD BOOK

Corner Hand Flusher AND Box Trail Knives
Wallboard Tools' Inside 90° Corner Hand Flusher Tool has
skids and wings that will evenly distribute and control excess
mud. The inside flusher embeds tape into the internal corner,
creating a perfect 90° angle, even with bad framing. Designed
with a short handle that fits easily into tight spaces and a
subtle radius nose to prevent gouging on FibaFuse or Paper
Tape. Box Trail Knives are designed to run behind flat boxes to
smooth edges and eliminate bubbles and ripples on walls or
ceilings. The 350mm is great for following behind flat boxes
up to 300mm or the 400mm knife for 300mm and 350mm
flat boxes. They have a threaded handle ready to attach to a
pole which makes them an economical addition to any trade kit.
Available in three sizes: 300mm, 350mm and 400mm.
Both products are now available from your local Wallboard Tools
Distributor.

For the past 21 years, The Gyprock Red Book
has been considered a construction industry
bible. Over time, each version of the Red Book
has grown significantly with the addition of new
systems, sections and details. As a result of this,
the 2020 Red Book has been extended to three
books for enhanced navigation, functionality and
efficiency. The headline feature of Book 1: Design
Guide are the system shortcuts for major projects
including hospital, aged care, school, offices and
multi residential. Knowing which wall and ceiling
systems are appropriate is now easy to navigate
with high resolution diagrams complete with
tables listing appropriate systems. The Residential
Class 1 & 10, and Commercial Class 2-9
Installation Guides complete this essential suite
of reference documents for the building industry.
Download from the website below.
www.gyprock.com.au

www.wallboardtools.com.au

PROTECTION AND PEACE OF MIND
Finding a balance between water and condensation management, air-tightness and
non-combustibility can be challenging, particularly when it comes to designing taller and
more complex facades. This is why James Hardie developed a high-performing solution
that offers protection and peace of mind by overcoming poor building performance
and ultimately improving the comfort levels of building occupants.
Introducing James Hardie’s RAB Board—a 6mm specialised fibre cement
rigid weather barrier that can be used beneath cladding, providing
added protection against the elements. This panel is sealed
with James Hardie’s innovative CoreShield penetrating sealer
technology, keeping water, air and wind out, while allowing
moisture vapour to easily escape. It's easy to
install and can be exposed for up to 180 days
before installing the cladding.
www.rabboard.com.au

on the surface
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around
the states

NEW SOUTH
WALES
I am pleased to advise I have taken up
the position of AWCINSW President.
I look forward to working with
the incoming AWCINSW Executive
Committee and NSW Members to
continue to provide benefit and
progress for the AWCINSW and our
industry.
I take this opportunity to thank in
advance the incoming AWCINSW
Executive Committee for 2020.

SHANE CROKER
President, AWCI New South Wales

On behalf of all AWCINSW Executive
and members, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank Tony Roberts,
who has retired from the position of
President for the past 13 years.
Tony’s contribution to the AWCINSW
has been invaluable and is testimony
to his commitment to the AWCINSW.
I agree wholeheartedly the comments
made in Tony Roberts’ final President's
Report: “There is no doubt that any

member of any organisation only
receives the maximum benefit if they
are prepared to become involved and
co-operate in industry matters."
To this end, I would encourage all
members to participate and voice your
ideas/concerns to our executive. I
look forward to hearing from you and
meeting with you at future industry
events.
Stay safe!

AWCINSW AGM
AWCINSW successfully conducted its AGM on March 13
at Dooleys Waterview Club at Silverwater. More than 30
AWCINSW members were in attendance at the AGM.

• Provided contractors  with an opportunity to promote
their work through the AWCINSW Awards for Excellence
program.

Jane Barnes opened the AGM and thanked all the
attendees for their time to allow the meeting to proceed.
In an overview of the previous 12 months, Jane Barnes
highlighted some of the successes of the AWCINSW, which
included:

• Continued to soundly invest membership funds and
continued to work within controlled budgets.

• Contact and dialog with various NSW Government ministers
regarding the NSW Bushfire Recovery process and how
consumers need to be aware of unscrupulous con artists.
• Contact and dialog with various NSW Government Shadow
Ministers regarding concerns with the NSW Bushfire
Recovery process.
• Trained 70-plus apprentices at various stages for Wall &
Ceiling Linings qualification.
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• Provided contractors with up to date Award Wage
Information.
• Provided contractors with regular industry e-news.
• Provided savings on fuel through the Shell Card Scheme.
• Maintained relationships with other associations and
networks to ensure AWCINSW are current and intouch with
industry.
• Maintained positions on various bodies and industry
working groups to represent wall and ceiling liners (i.e:
Industry Skills Councils & Apprentice Engagement Forums).

• Assisted employers with their apprentice training needs.

• Attended school careers day and promoted wall and ceiling
linings as a valuable career choice.

• Maintained Smart & Skilled Funding from the NSW
Government to provide subsidised training for apprentices.

• Provided AWCINSW members with current and valuable
COVID-19 business information and support.

• Assisted contractors in dispute resolutions regarding
standards of work.

We trust our NSW members have benefitted from some or all
of the above activities.

on the surface

Key Dates
for 2020
NOW

Meet the 2020 AWCINSW EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

AWARDS ENtRIES OPEn
Go to awci.org.au/nsw/nswevents/ to download an info
kit and entry form

October 16

AWARDS ENTRieS CLOSE

October 31

Shane Croaker
President AWCINSW

Paul Jones
Cowra Plaster Works

Tony Roberts
Senior Vice President/
Secretary AWCINSW

Mal McMartin
Junior Vice President
AWCINSW

Jane Barnes
Executive Director
AWCINSW

Craig Bietola,
Bietola Interiors

Tony Mouritz
BGC Fibre Cement
& Plasterboard

Ron Bissett
USG Boral
Plasterboard

Mark Gousev,
GyprocKing

Michael Lavorato
TM Linings

AWCINSw Awards
FOR excellence
Taronga Zoo

WELCOME TO OuR neW MARketing & SOCiaL MEDiA CO-ORDinator, MADELEINE GREGORIO
Madeleine Gregorio is the new Marketing and Social Media
Co-ordinator for AWCI NSW. Madeleine is a marketing graduate
with a degree in commerce majoring in marketing. She has
worked alongside the police force and their international
students department as well as Saatchi & Saatchi, an
international marketing/advertising firm.
Madeleine is an avid adventurer and recently took a solo trip
throughout the Middle East. She is eager to start working
with the AWCINSW team to continue to improve and update
the social media platforms.

AWCINSW Awards for Excellence Now Open
Yes, its that time of year again!

• Commercial Over $500k

AWCINSW will be holding the Annual
Awards for Excellence on October 31,
2020 at Taronga Zoo's function centre.

• Commercial Under $500k

Contractors across NSW should be
starting to think about their work they
have done over the past 12 months
and getting their photos ready for
submission. Category entries are:

• Domestic Over $100k
• Domestic under $100k
• Heritage/Restoration
• Specialist Linings
• Façades.
Your Industry, Your Association, Your
Awards for Excellence.

For membership enquiries,
visit our website at

www.nsw.awci.org.au
PO Box 450, Parramatta
NSW 2150

Phone: 02 9891 6188
Email: awci_nsw@bigpond.net.au

AROUND THE STATE

What AWCINSW haS been doing lately:
NSW Involved in contractor
payments
AWCINSW is pleased to advise it has
recently joined a working group called
Rebuild Australia, which has a focus to
pressure the Federal Government into
legislating better payment outcomes for
sub contractors. AWCINSW is pleased to
join other industry associations (including
Master Plumbers, Master Painters, NECA,
AWCIWA) to pressure the Morrison
Government to introduce cascading
statutory trusts on Commonwealth
government projects, which ensures
money payable to subcontractors on a
project is reserved rather than distributed
to other secured creditors in the event
of insolvency. Contractors are protected
under the NSW Security of Payments Act
provided they work within the framework
provided by the NSW Act, however
AWCINSW believes a national approach will
go further to protect contractors that work
across borders and interstate. AWICNSW
will keep members up to date on any
progress of this.

NSW involved in A STEP IN THE RIGHT
DIRECTION
NSW has recently partnered with
Newscorp in an initiative called A Step in
The Right Direction—a 68-page compelling
and informative read compiled to assist
students and jobseekers in NSW in making
career choices. The magazine aims to
inspire readers with real-life success
stories and showcase options for further
education, colleges, apprenticeships,
traineeships, training and job-seeking. It

is intended that every year 10, 11 and 12
student across NSW will have access to
this publication.
Deciding on a career path after high
school or re-entering the workforce is an
exciting yet daunting time. It’s important
to explore the many education and training
pathways available so everyone can work
towards successful and fulfilling careers
with their best foot forward. AWCINSW
is pleased to support this initiative and
promote the benefits of choosing a wall
and ceiling career, and looks forward to
working closely with NSW careers advisers
in promoting our trade as a great option.

Lander and Rogers Security of
Payments Business Essentials
Series
AWCINSW launched the first of the 2020
Business Essentials Series at Dooleys
Silverwater on March 13. The first of our
series was a Security of Payments seminar
presented by Elon Zlotnick from Lander
& Rogers Lawyers. The presentation was
extremely well received and all attendees
came away with clear knowledge of
how to make the Security of Payments
work for you in NSW. This was a spot-on
presentation that really focused on getting
paid in our industry.
Further Business Essential Series have
been currently put on hold until COVID-19
impacts settle down and there is more
freedom of movement.

Smart & Skilled Contract renewed
by NSW Government & AWCINSW
AWCINSW is pleased to advise that we
have been issued with a contract renewal

for the Smart & Skilled funded apprentice
training in NSW. Being a Smart and Skilled
Training Provider requires The AWCINSW
Registered Training Organisation (RTO
70210) to meet the expectations for
Smart and Skilled providers as set out by
the NSW Government, the expectations are
relevant to quality, ethics, accountability
and responsiveness. A set of guidelines,
obligations and principles are set out by
the NSW Government and the AWCINSW is
required to meet these guidelines.
AWCINSW continues to meet the
expectations, guidelines, obligations
and the principles as set out by the
NSW Government and look forward to
delivering on all of these principles for the
2020/2021 contract period.

Recently completed
Certificate III Wall & Ceiling
Linings Apprentice training
through AWCINSW
Congratulations to:
James Evans—Roger Ball
Plastering
Jack Hamson—McDonald
Plastering
Congratulations to these
apprentices and thank you
to Roger Ball Plastering and
McDonald Plastering for
supporting the AWCINSW
Apprentice Training program.

AWCINSW TRAINING
AWCINSW offers
CPC31211 Certificate III Wall and
Ceiling Linings
Apprenticeship program
CPC31211 Single Unit competencies
from the training package
Recognised Prior Learning Programs
Got the industry skills and experience
but not the qualifications? Call us.
Electrical Test & Tag
Save time, money and enable you or
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your employees to do your own inhouse
Electrical Test & Tag.
Stilts Training
Keep you and your employees safe
when they are using stilts and keep
your business safe and compliant with
AWCINSW’s stilts training.
Insulation Installation Training
Want the pathway to getting on the
Clean Energy Council as an accredited
installer of insulation, contact AWCINSW

for training opportunities.
Passive Fire Installation Training
Take the industry accredited training to
ensure you are complying with the most
recent requirements for Passive Fire
Systems Installations.
Please contact AWCINSW on 02 9891
6188 for the above or any other
training opportunities.
AWCINSW —Your Industry, Your
Training Provider

RM00769AC

around
the states

QUEENSLAND
PERRY RICHARDSON
President, AWCI Queensland

President’s Report
Well, what a difference three months can
make. I’m sure that none of us expected
to be dealing with a pandemic, and I’m
sure we all wish that we had never heard
of COVID-19 .
Because of the virus, progress for AWCI
QLD has been put in a holding pattern.
While all of our normal projects have
been put on hold, Suzanne has been
very busy making sure that any and all
information relating to the virus and
the available support, whether financial,
health advice, or moral, has been flowing.
Many thanks to Kim Prout and the rest of
the admin teams throughout the country

for the great work they have all done.
It is fair to say that our sector has
been lucky in that we have been
allowed to work throughout the
pandemic. While we have been
affected, it is certainly not to the
degree of other industries, particularly
the travel, airline and hospitality
sectors.
That said, I feel that we are going to
have our battle just as others get back
to work and some level of normality.
The construction pipeline generally
has a four- to six-month delay. So,
based on that, we will be feeling the

effects to a greater degree come July
and August.
I have been actively lobbying local,
state and federal politicians about
the government getting on the front
foot with fast-tracked stimulus, and
reviewing the term of the Job Keeper
program, as I’m convinced it will be
sorely needed by our industry just
when it is touted to run out.
Currently we have a major project
that will go ahead later this year,
being the QBCC roadshow. We have
been asked to present an hour-anda-half presentation relating to the
most common defects reported to the
QBCC for our industry. This is a great
opportunity for us to engage with
builders and our regulatory authority,
the QBCC, to help educate them
as to what is a fair and reasonable
expectation of plaster, level 4 finish,
and the value of working with their
contractors to ensure a better
outcome for all parties. Our technical
committee has been working
to produce what will be a great
presentation, which I am sure will be
of great value to all states.
We are also looking forward to
getting more training happening,
including both short courses and
eventually apprentices under the
national RTO. Our awards night and
apprentice challenge have all been
put on hold, but we will be hoping,
dependent on the relaxing of the
shutdown laws, to still have an event
this year.
We look forward to moving on as
quickly as we can post-COVID-19.
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Five Minutes With...
Luke Russell
Unique Plastering

Key Dates
for 2020
August 28
ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING

Q: When did you join AWCI AND WHY?
A: We joined this year in order to support
and get more involved in our industry
body, and also having industry assistance
when required.

Q: Tell us a bit about yourself
A: I grew up in Sydney where I did my
apprenticeship 25 years ago. I did a lot of
fibrous plasterwork in and around Sydney
before I moved to the UK, where I worked
as a plasterer for six years. I moved back
to Brisbane and have established myself
here now. I have stayed in this industry
for the whole time in both residential
and commercial and now run a small
business..

Q: Biggest challenge?
A: The biggest challenge is to maintain a
good work /life balance. When managing
a small business, this can sometimes be
difficult to achieve.

Q: Favourite part of job?
A: I really enjoy the business side things
like job management, estimating, training
and the day-to-day running of things.

Q: WHAT DO YOU DO FOR FUN?
A: Watching rugby league, going to the
beach, camping, 4WD driving, scuba diving
and travelling.

Q: FAVOURITE HOLIDAY SPOT?
A: Croatia, Brazil and Fiji islands.

ANNUAL GEneRAL MEETInG
AWCI QLD will be holding its AGM on
August 28, 2020, and all members are
invited to attend either in person or
online via video link, which will be sent
out to members prior.
Given our sitting executive is biannual,
this year calls for nominations to join
the board. There are five Supplier/
Manufacturer positions and five
Contractor positions available.
You will have been sent by now
nomination forms to complete to
nominate yourself or someone you
think would be a great advocate for the
association and industry.

What is the commitment?
There is a two-year commitment,
however, meetings are held every second
month.

What will I get out of it?
You will gain a greater understanding of

what challenges the industry is facing as
a whole and as a sector. You will also be
instrumental in advocating change for
the industry.

Who are we looking for?
We are looking for contractors and
suppliers with a passion for the industry
and who would like to see positive
change. The current sitting board has
been proactive in making small but
important changes and have provided
a lot of support to contractors in the
industry by way of technical advice and
mentoring.
We welcome nominations from any
contractor or supplier (one nomination
from each supplier only) who would like
to be part of a new era in the wall and
ceiling industry.
Nominations close on August 3, 2020.

AWCI QLD would
like to extend a
warm welcome to
our new members:
Apex Interior Linings
Beugge Development
Industries
Glenn Cosmo
Locky Beckett
Matt Runstaedler
Vico’s Interior
Plastering
William Brothers

For membership enquiries,
visit our website at

www.awciqld.org.au/
member
12/16 Crockford St
Northgate Qld 4013

Phone: 07 3846 5688
Email: adminqld@awci.org.au
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south
AUSTRALIA

AUGUST 28

ENTRIES CLOSE FOR
AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE
STEPHEN LANGRIDGE
President, AWCI
South Australia

SEPTEMBER 25
GOLF DAY

Tea Tree Gully
Golf Course

President’s Report
Wow... how much can change in a few
months! In my last report I was saying that
January 2020 had been one of the best
starts in Adelaide for many years. Then, in
March, things changed dramatically with
COVID-19.
Many commercial projects were put on
hold or cancelled, unemployment rose at a
dramatic rate, and house builds fell away.
Despite all the doom and gloom, I keep
reminding myself and all my fellow
contractors when I talk to them that at
least we work in construction.

Construction was considered an essential
service so was not shut down; we were
able to go to work every day and, despite a
downturn, we were shielded from the worst
of the economic effects of this pandemic.
Something else positive to look forward
to is the government's stimulus package.
The amount of school work being tendered
now in the medium commercial sector has
not been seen since the building education
revolution. The grants for renovations
and new houses will hopefully shield the
domestic sector of our industry from being
affected too much as well.

Training
While this is not specifically AWCI training,
AWCI SA was contacted by Mark Olson, the
regional manager for tafeSA, to promote
a Basic English and Numeracy course for
Construction Workers.

especially as far as OH&S is concerned.

I had a meeting with Mark and discussed
the importance of this to our industry,

Note this is a free course funded entirely
by CITB.

Awards of Excellence
We had our awards of excellence night
booked for Saturday, May 30, at the
Adelaide Festival Centre—obviously
that was unfortunately cancelled due
to COVID-19. The 2020 Awards of
Excellence are still going ahead albeit
without the Gala Dinner. Entries close
August 28, 2020, and winners will be
announced September 25, 2020, with
publicity in this magazine and via social
media.

The flyer has been sent to all members,
but if anyone wants more information
or assistance with registration, please
contact myself or AWCI SA.

AWCI SA GOLF DAY
The AWCISA Golf Day has been
booked for September 25, 2020, at
the Tea Tree Gully Golf Course.
As restrictions are currently being
lifted in regard to dining and events
in South Australia, we are hoping to
be able to be able to hold this with
the customary drinks cart followed
by lunch and presentations. Fingers
crossed, but please register your
interest and a team or two.

For membership enquiries,
visit our website at

www.sa.awci.org.au
6 Todd St,
Port Adelaide SA 5105
Phone: 08 8440 2438
Email: adminsa@awci.org.au

Rethink
Façade Design

WATER
Built-in water
repellant barrier,
no membrane
needed

WIND
Withstands wind
pressures up to
7kPa

FIRE
Suitable for
non-combustible
construction

Smart façade design is key when it
comes to protecting a building from
the elements.
Finding a balance between water and condensation
management, air-tightness and non-combustibility can
be challenging - particularly when it comes to designing
taller and more complex facades.
Introducing RAB™ Board, the rigid air barrier by James
Hardie. Designed to meet the building industry’s
changing requirements for high-performance weather
barriers, this unique green panel is sealed with James
Hardie’s innovative CoreShield™ penetrating sealer

technology, keeping water, air and wind out, while
allowing moisture vapour to easily escape - enabling the
framing cavity to drain and dry.
Installed beneath external cladding or rainscreens,
RAB™ Board delivers superior water resistance, longterm durability and strength - and is also deemed
non-combustible. The result of James Hardie’s extensive
innovation and research into durable and resilient façade
design, RAB™ Board provides a fully-certified solution
that offers superior defence against wind and moisture.
Designed to Battle the Elements

For high performance façade design help or more information, log onto
www.rabboard.com.au

RM00791AB

© 2019 James Hardie Australia Pty Ltd ABN 12 084 635 558. ™ and ® denotes a trademark or registered mark owned by
James Hardie Technology Ltd. All images shown are for illustration purpose only. Actual product may vary. Contact James
Hardie for further information.
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tasmania
clinton steele
President, AWCI TAS

President’s Report
Construction activity and the World in which we find ourselves
Back when I wrote the last state report, we
were still in the very early days of COVID-19,
with little idea about how serious the situation
would become.

the pandemic, with significant changes on
job sites, including all the now well-known
protective procedures required to keep
relatively safe.

Our thoughts remain with those who have
lost loved ones or who have been directly
impacted on the health front while we bang
on about economics and the state of the
construction industry.

We are yet to really see a major slow-down,
although we believe some of the bigger
builders are starting to stand down carpenters
and other employees.

It does put a bit of focus on what’s really
important though, doesn’t it? If you and your
family are well, you have a roof over your head,
plenty to eat and drink and a stash of toilet
paper, then realistically that’s about all that
really matters.
In the interim, in light of this being an
industry magazine, Tasmania has managed
to continue working on both domestic and
commercial construction projects throughout

Projects to do with university accommodation,
hotels, tourism and travel, and some
agricultural expansions are obviously in limbo
at this point of time, and will significantly
impact the construction sector locally for
some time to come.
We believe we will see a flow-on effect, which
will see a decline in available work in the
short to medium term, as major commercial
projects are shelved and the domestic sector is
impacted by job losses and lack of confidence.

A customer came into work
the other day...
"I'll take one of these
too please!"

Training, promotion of trade and Association activities
I have written several letters to the Premier,
Mr Peter Gutwein, and our local member, Mr
David O’Byrne, in relation to the impact on
employment we foresee, without immediate
release of projects that are ready to go,
without need for DA, or major ground works
to commence.
These calls have been echoed by the MBA
TAS, the HIA TAS, the Institute of Engineers,
and other like bodies.
In response, the Tasmanian Government
has announced they are working with all
stakeholders to get projects, preferably
immediately available for commencement,
out into the industry for pricing.
We are already seeing increased tender
requests for small to medium projects, and
congratulate the government on the speed

of their response.
We are looking forward to keeping people
employed, contributing to the economy and
the built community, and staying safe and
healthy through the process of returning to
‘normality’.
We would like to thank the other states,
particularly WA and AWCIANZ for the
ongoing flow of information and webinars
on passive fire, etc, which we have
continued to forward out electronically to
the Tasmanian membership.
We have continued to monitor COVID-19
procedures and forward weekly to members
for their information, and hope that this has
helped during this difficult time.
May you all stay safe and well, and your
ladders remain upright!

For membership enquiries,
visit our website at

www.tas.awci.org.au
19 Mornington Rd
Mornington TAS 7018

Phone: (03) 6228 1411
Email: admintas@awci.org.au
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victoria

bojan kilibarda
Vice President,
AWCI Victoria

VICE President’s Report
The impact of COVID-19 has seen many
organisations, including AWCIV, look at
a different approach to their business.
The new normal has been staff working
remotely, meetings held through Zoom, and
training via webinars.

coming year. We have reviewed our business
structure and have made significant
changes for the next financial year.

Challenges we have faced include cancelling
planned social events, training, awards and
apprentice challenges. Difficult decisions had
to be made to ensure we are able to bounce
back after the impact of this pandemic.

I would like to thank our members for their
support and contribution to AWCIV. We
encourage our members to become involved
in the association and give feedback on
opportunities and ideas that could benefit
our industry. We invite new members to join
and become part of the peak body of wall
and ceiling liners.

AWCIV has used this time to network with
key industry organisations to work out
strategies for new opportunities in the

AWCIV will continue to support and
work with you through these tough and
challenging times we face ahead.

Five Minutes With...
bojan kilibarda
operations manager, i.a boarding
Q: When did you join AWCI AND WHY?
A: I joined in July 2019, having known
about AWCI through working at USG
Boral. I knew I wanted to make a greater
contribution to the industry, and was
nominated by my friend and mentor Tom
Brown to join the Executive Committee.

Q: What would you like to gain from being a

commercial contractor to drive their growth and
implement quality and compliance systems. I’m
an AFL tragic and follow the Blues religiously. I
have a seven-year-old daughter who keeps me
busy on the weekends.

Q: funniest moment on the job?
A: Parking inspectors are notorious in

A: I believe there is a genuine thirst for

Melbourne’s inner suburbs. It’s funny how a
bit of paper tape can resemble a parking fine
from seven storeys up. I’ll get them back.

members within the industry to meet,
develop relationships and raise the technical
ability of the people working within it.

Q: favourite part of the job?
A: Meeting new people, not just within the

member of AWCI Victoria?

Q: TELL US About yourself
A: I began working with the commercial team
at USG Boral in 2016 and then later joined a

plastering industry, but the building and
construction industry as a whole. I’ve met
some very talented and genuine people on
the building site.

For membership enquiries,
visit our website at

www.vic.awci.org.au
Phone: 0421 773 617
Email: membersvic@awci.org.au
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WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

RACHEL MCMAHON
President, AWCI Western Australia

President’s Report
STATE OF THE INDUSTRY
Since my last report, a lot has changed in the world. With totally
unprecedented times with Australia and the world going into
shutdown, there is now a huge amount of uncertainty with
what to do now. Pre-COVID-19 our industry in WA was seeing
growth in the Residential sector, Commercial sector had been
busier and the South West and North West were also going
along nicely.
We have been fortunate that the building and construction
industry has continued to operate despite the Intratravel

restrictions we saw earlier on, which allowed most to keep
apprentices, subbies and workers employed during these times.
Workers, subcontractors, and management are used to completing
building projects as efficiently as possible. Social distancing has
slowed work down, but overall the feel is slower work has been
better than no work.
However, it remains important that the health and wellbeing of
everyone in our industry remains our top priority, social distancing
and strict hygiene practices onsite are vital as we go into winter.
With talk from many in the industry the residential sector is
predicting a downturn around July to December due to the financial
impact and uncertainty that COVID-19 has bought. We have also had
the added impact of closures of display homes which in WA are now
open with strict regulations and we are hopeful that in the coming
months, with perhaps some new homebuyers or homebuyers
subsidy from the government, we see a steady increase in approved
dwellings.
In the past few months, we have had a lot of government initiatives
to help not only the economy but more importantly our members to
get back on track. In this uncertain and constantly changing time,
we have found it important to report back to our members to keep
them up to date with the large amount of information being sent
out, such as:

RM00852AB

• Federal JobKeeper scheme.
• WA Government bringing forward a $150million housing stimulus
to help maintain a pipeline of work for builders and tradies.
• CTF Subsidy—$24.5 million support package in April with
employers of apprentices receiving a $2000 payment and up to
$500 per month for each apprentice.
• Major reforms to simplify the planning system, cutting red tape
and helping small businesses.
• WA Government $502 million package for small business, which
included reduction in electricity bills, licences fees waived and
additional payroll relief.
We are hopeful that a lot of these measures that have been
implemented will be helpful to businesses in our industry.
36
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webinars
Apprentices in the West
On April 22, the AWCI WA had
their regular training meeting
with representatives from
South Metropolitan Tafe, North
Metropolitan Tafe and South
Regional Tafe and the Construction
Training Fund.
All TAFEs reported that they were all
open for business but Term 2 would
see a mixture of blended delivery of
online and face to face in line with
restriction guidelines.
Construction Training Fund had
contacted employers through
phone calls and emails and had
conducted a survey. Construction
Training Fund were surprised at the
positive response they had received
expecting to hear employers
cancelling contracts, since the rollout
of the $24.5 million support package
the Construction Training Fund have
been frantically busy organising
subsidies for all these employers.
The Apprentice Challenge was
due to be held on June 8 and was
postponed due to COVID-19 and
restrictions, AWCI WA are happy
to announce that our Annual
Apprentice Challenge will take
place on August 28, 2020, at South
Metropolitan TAFE, if we have no
spikes or new rules implemented.
The Apprentice Challenge will be
for the first 10 apprentices who
apply due to restriction numbers
and we will be running live feeds to
employers if they wish to see how
their apprentice/s are going on the
day. AWCI are super excited to still
be able to offer our challenge as it is
the highlight of the year.

AWCI WA are thankful that we have been fortunate to partner with a few companies
bringing webinars with useful information to our members, companies have included
Protrade United, Plus Passive Fire, Employsure and Small Business Corporation. In a
virtual world these webinars have been a great tool for our members. For further
information on any missed recordings you can email us on adminwa@awci.org.au
Rebuild Australia—AWCI WA has joined other Peak industry bodies banding together
to form ReBuild Australia which has been created by Australian fintech ProjectPay. The
focus will be on accelerating and protecting payment of trade invoices, ensuring and
maintaining subcontractors’ cash-flow and protecting over 1.2 million jobs.
The industry associations include the Australian Subcontractors Association (ASA),
Master Painters & Decorators Australia (WA), Master Painters Australia NSW/ACT,
Master Plumbers Association SA, National Electrical & Communications Association
(SA/NT), the Association of Wall and Ceiling Industries (WA and NSWThe focus is on
protecting subbies’ payments.

E-Newsletters

COVID-19 ImpACT DISCUSSIONS

Members have received a lot of
information over the past few
months in our eNewsletters,
we have spoken to many and
they have found it helpful and
beneficial to their businesses.
We urge everybody to read these
eNewsletters and forward to your
teams. Please contact us if you are
an AWCI WA member and would
like any of your staff to be on our
mailing list.

HIA –AWCI WA met virtually with
the Housing Industry Association
and other industry stakeholders
to discuss the COVID-19 crisis and
how it is impacting the residential
building industry and in particular
Residential building recovery for
manufacturers and suppliers.
We are hopeful of more stimulus
packages to help with the recovery
to the building industry.

Awards of Excellence
Do you have that job that you are
proud of? Enter your work in our
awards and the winners from each
category will be able to showcase
their work throughout Australia
and New Zealand in this magazine.
Nominations are open for our
awards of Excellence; WA have nine
categories, as follows:
• Residential up to $100K

• Residential over $100K
• Residential Regional
• Commercial up to $500K
• Commercial over $500K
• Commercial Regional
• Façade
• Specialist Linings
• Decorative and Heritage.
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Five Minutes With...
pat meyer
Ceilingworks Australia

Key Dates
for 2020
28 august

APPRENTICE CHALLENGE
South Metropolitan TAFE

Q: When did you join AWCI AND WHY?
A: I first joined the AWCI back in the early
1990s with my own contracting business,
Ceilclad Linings. I have always been an
advocate of a strong industry association,
which I inherited from working for Pat
Astone in the 1980s, and I served on the
committee for period of time.

Q: Tell us a bit about yourself
A: I first started in the industry in 1977 as
an offsider to Paul Larsen and have worked
in many areas of the industry, from a site
foreman for Summit Ceilings to a CSR
Technical representative and running my
own small contracting business in Perth. I
got sick of Perth and lived in Pemberton for
eight years, doing small jobs, and then was
asked to be the TAFE lecturer in Bunbury,
which I did for seven years. I am currently
the project manager for Ceilingworks
Australia in Bunbury.

Q: funniest moment on the job?
A: Back in the day we had a labourer

nicknamed “The Dog” and he would
regularly entertain us with his antics, like
sticking his head in a bucket of topping
cement, or trying to pole vault with a
steel scaffold tube. One of the best was
he made a ramp out of Gyprock at the
Riverton Shopping Centre and was going to
jump the packs of Gyprock on his pushbike.
Of course, the ramp collapsed and he
crashed to the amusement of all watching.
Those were the days before all the OH&S!

Q: BIGGEST challenGE in YOUR business?
A: Maintaining the continuity of work

to keep our current workforce going. As
we are a finishing trade you have to be
thinking and planning months ahead.

Q: fAVOUrITE PArt of the job?
A: Seeing an interesting project

completed to a high standard that you can
be proud of.

WHY BE A MEMBER OF AWCI WA?
Are you a member of the AWCI WA? Now
more than ever is the perfect time to be
a member and involved in an industry
body and association. AWCI WA is
offering 25 per cent off on all first time
memberships until December 2020 for
their first year, where you will get the
latest industry news, technical alerts,
legal assistance, WHS information, latest
HR updates, networking events and
weekly e-newsletters.

Member benefits include:

• Free webinars and seminars
• Member discounts on HBF Insurance,
Telstra, Kleenheat Gas, Office Works,
contractor insurance, training and more.
• Industry training courses
• WHS templates and information
• Free copy of Trade Guidelines book
• Free industry magazine and
newsletters
• Golf days, Awards of Excellence, gala
dinners, sundowners, networking
events, etc

• Current industry information

• Construction lawyer, and more.

• Free ad-hoc HR advice over the phone

For further information you can find us
on our website https://awci.org.au/wa/
or like us on Facebook.

• Members only section of the website
with resources and information

For membership enquiries,
visit our website at

www.wa.awci.org.au
PO Box 1819 Malaga WA 6090
Phone: 0433 586 119
Email: adminwa@awci.org.au

did you
know?

off the

wall
Sudoku

Solutions

It was a baby mosquito's first day to fly
out from home. When the mosquito came
back home later that day, the father
mosquito asked, "How was your journey?"
The baby mosquito replied, "It went
great. Everyone was clapping for me!"

The longest place name in the world is the
New Zealand town Taumatawhakatangiha
ngakoauauotamateaturipukakapikimaungahoronukupokaiwhenuakitanatahu,
which is 85 letters long!

Crossword

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Series of rabbit
tunnels
5. Look before you ...
7. Consumption
8. Large
9. Australian gem
10. Erected
11. Recesses
13. Eve's mate
14. Masted vessels
18. Nakedness
21. Pencil end

22. Canoe oar
24. Wear by rubbing
25. Global hostel chain
(1,1,1,1)
26. Charitable
27. Dessert, ... pie
28. Cash machines
(1,1,2)
29. Occurred
afterwards.

1. Feminine
2. Attain
3. Anaesthetises
4. Actress, ... Monroe
5. Dancer's costume
6. Unrelenting
12. Devour
15. Try
16. Wheel covers
17. Wound with claw
19. Illinois is there (1,1,1)
20. Surrendered
22. Short pasta tubes
23. Highest ranking peers

A chicken walks into a library,
goes up to a librarian and says, "Book book book."
The librarian gives the chicken a book and the chicken walks away.
Ten minutes later the chicken comes back with the book, looking agitated,
saying, "Book book book."
The librarian gives the chicken another book. The chicken walks out the door.
Ten minutes later the chicken comes back again, very agitated, saying, "Book
book book!" so quickly it almost sounds like one word.
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This time the librarian gives the chicken another book and decides that
something weird is happening. He follows the chicken out the door and into
the park, all the way to the pond. In the pond is a frog sitting on a lilypad. The
chicken gives the book to the the frog, who then says, "Reddit, reddit."

Who’s Who at AWCI ANZ

A

INDUSTRIES

Australia & New Zealand

AWCI ANZ Contacts
Head Office: PO Box 43, Cardiff NSW 2285
Ph: 0466 334 152 E: info@awci.org.au W: www.awci.org.au

@awcianz
www.facebook.com/awciforum

AWCI ANZ Executive Committee
PRESIDENT
Tony Roberts
Macquarie Drywall Pty Ltd
c/o AWCI ANZ
PO Box 43, Cardiff NSW 2285
Ph: 0466 334 152

IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT
Stephen Langridge

VICE PRESIDENT
Stuart Phelps
Tauranga Plasterers
PO Box 9097, Greerton 3141 NZ
Ph: +64 2 171 6310

SA STATE AFFILIATE

NZ REPRESENTATIVE

USG BORAL

Jared Repen
Premier Linings
PO BOX 128,
Unley SA 5061
Ph: 0437 799 450

Stuart Phelps
Tauranga Plasterers
PO Box 9097
Greerton 3141 New Zealand
Ph: +64 2 171 6310
E: admin@awcinz.org.au

Darren Sandercock
39 Burleigh Ave
Woodville North SA 5012
Ph: (03) 9214 2126

TAS STATE AFFILIATE

BCG PLASTERBOARD

Peter Collins
PO Box 12256
Penrose Auckland 1642
Ph: +64 2 74 445 770

Clinton Steele
Brock Plaster
19 Mornington Rd
Mornington Tas 7018
Ph: (03) 6228 1411

NSW STATE AFFILIATE

VIC STATE AFFILIATE

Tony Roberts
Macquarie Drywall Pty Ltd
PO Box 43, Cardiff NSW 2285
Ph: (02) 4954 9866

John Lawrence
Plaster Plus
c/o AWCI VIC
Ph: 0421 773 617

QLD STATE AFFILIATE
Perry Richardson
Pro Plaster
c/o AWCI QLD
12/16 Crockford St
Northgate Qld 4013
Ph: (07) 3846 5688

WA STATE AFFILIATE
Kim Prout
16 Timbermill Cres
Broadwater
Busselton WA 6280
Ph: 0407 988 465

Dave Rodek
200 Maidstone St
Altona North VIC 3018
Ph: (03) 9392 9444

WINSTONE WALLBOARDS

CSR GYPROCK
Richard Halbert
19 Sheffield Rd
Welshpool WA 6106
Ph: 1300 724 505

KNAUF PLASTERBOARD
Peter Rodgers
26 Circuit Dr, Hendon SA 5014
Ph: 1300 724 505

RONDO BUILDING SERVICES
Dominic Gillespie
57-87 Lockwood Rd
Erskine Park NSW 2759
Ph: (02) 9912 7379

State Membership, Administration and General Assistance Enquiries
AWCI NEW SOUTH WALES

AWCI VICTORIA

AWCI TASMANIA

AWCI NEW ZEALAND

Jane Barnes
PO Box 450, Parramatta NSW
2150
Ph: (02) 9891 6188
E: awci_nsw@bigpond.net.au

Tersia Bruiners
Ph: 0421 773 617
E: membersvic@awci.org.au

Clinton Steele
19 Mornington Rd
Mornington Tas 7018
Ph: (03) 6228 1411
E: clinton@brockplaster.com

Richard Arkinstall
PO Box 45098
Waterloo Lower Hutt 5042
New Zealand
Ph: +64 27 288 3770
E: admin@awcinz.org.nz

AWCI QUEENSLAND
Suzanne Rainbow
12/16 Crockford St
Northgate Qld 4013
Ph: (07) 3846 5688
E: suzanneb@awci.org.au

AWCI SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Louise Langridge
6 Todd St
Port Adelaide SA 5015
Ph: (08) 8440 2438
E: adminsa@awci.org.au

AWCI WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Belinda Goddard
PO Box 1819, Malaga WA 6090
Ph: 0433 586 119
E: adminwa@awci.org.au

INTERIM TECHNICAL MANAGER
Kim Prout
E: kim.prout@bigpond.com
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EDITION

The Red Book is now presented
as a suite of three books:
BOOK 01
Design Guide
Fire, Acoustics and Thermal

BOOK 02
Residential Installation Guide
Class 1 & 10 Buildings

BOOK 03
Commercial & MultiResidential Installation Guide
Class 2 – 9 Buildings

Download at:
Gyprock.com.au
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